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Press Release 

 
Blechexpo 2011, Stuttgart 6 – 9 June, Hall 5 Stand 5303 

 

     Prima Power at Blechexpo 2011 
 

Two leading specialists in laser and sheet metal working technology joined forces in 

February 2008 as Prima Industrie acquired the Finn-Power Group. In March the brand Prima 

Power was adopted for this technology and related services of the Prima Industrie Group. 

The Stuttgart Blechexpo was the first exhibition under the new banner. 

 

“The markets and other stakeholders have learnt that we are together; now they can see 

and feel it, too”, says Mr. Gianfranco Carbonato, Chairman and Group CEO of the Prima 

Industrie Group. “Our new name, brand and logo, both in wording and colours, indicate 

where we come from, whereas the new design points to the future and to the new horizons 

that we are facing.” 

 

“Here we have two great industrial traditions converged into one. During the past three 

years we discovered that the people who form our organization have much in common, 

something which can be described briefly through some shared values. These values are 

why trust has been placed in us by thousands of customers in more than 60 countries in the 

course of decades”, Mr Carbonato continues. “We are confident that this trust will 

continue.” 

          

           Corporate values 

Technology & innovation 
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Advanced technology is fascinating, and we are proud of how users can benefit from it. 

Solutions advance through innovations, which we are committed to continue creating. 

 

Passion & dedication 

Our customers put their heart into their work, and so do we in ours. This means working 

with passion. We are convinced that only with enthusiasm and commitment the best results 

are achieved. 

 

Dialogue & solution 

We listen and we speak. We analyze requirements and meet them with solutions that 

benefit our customers most.  For this we use our range of products and services, which is 

the widest in the field.  

 

Social & environmental responsibility 

We believe in long term, responsible, fair and transparent relations with our employees, 

customers, partners, shareholders, and the community. This means good business for us. As 

part of this commitment, we provide solutions combining productivity with sustainability - 

Green Means® for fabrication.  

 

      Servo electric Shear Genius®  
 

Shear Genius®, integrating punching and shearing, was introduced in 1987, and then 

promoted as the most productive sheet metal innovation since the punching machine. As 

early as then, the Shear Genius® had unique features which are valid today such as the 

highest sheet utilization, leading reliability as method in unmanned production, the best 

argument of course being the unbeatably low cost-per-part ratio. The market has proven 
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this, as nearly 2,000 Shear Genius® machines of subsequent generations have been installed 

all over the world. 

 

After a start in systematic development of servo electric machine tools in mid-nineties, the 

range has been continuously widened. Also the new Shear Genius® is fully servo electric. 

 

The heart of the new Shear Genius® SGe is an updated servo electric 30 ton punching 

machine with 1,000 hpm stroke speed, 250 rpm index speed and 150 m/min sheet 

positioning speed. The right angle shear has a servo electric actuation system of its own, 

which makes shear movement at the same time both fast and fully controlled; this equals 

optimization for maximum productivity. Material thickness in shearing can be up to 5 mm 

(Al), 4 mm (mild steel) and 3 mm (stainless steel). Automatic loading has bee n integrated, 

and also part removal and sorting are automatic. 

 

Both punching and shearing units have water cooling and a central lubrication system. The 

SGe has also optimized tool changes; other auxiliary times have been minimized for best 

production output. Well known features such as programmable blade clearance setting are 

included to maintain high part surface quality. With the improvements made it is possible to 

achieve a 10-15% higher output compared with the previous hydraulic SG.  

 

The control system is eminent among the improvements and features a new in-house 

developed PC based NC control with Rexroth servo drives. The latest version of Tulus® 

operating system has a new online simulation view for follow-up and restart. Integrated tool 

library with NC Express and servo electric punch makes tool setup and adjustment easy and 

fast, which shortens setup times dramatically.  

 

All options well known from the E6 punching technology as well as full Shear Genius® 

automation solutions are available.  
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For further information please contact: 
 
 
Mr. Antti Kuusisaari, Product Manager, Punching & Software Technology, t. +358 50 541 8237, antti.kuusisaari@primapower.com 

 

Finn-Power Oy 

P.O.B. 38 – FI62201 Kauhava – FINLAND 

Tel. +358 10 278 7111 

primapower.com 

 

 
 

ZAPHIRO® – the right cut 

The Prima Power ZAPHIRO® 2D features several important innovations, further increasing the 

flexibility of this high-performance and high-quality 2D laser cutting machine. 

 

ZAPHIRO® is a very fast laser machine with top cutting quality. The linear motors and the 

rigid structure allow a combined speed of 240 m/min, drastically reducing production times 

and costs. 

 

A highly innovative and unique feature of this machine is the Perfect Cut system, granting a 

zero-defect, zero-waste production: an important advantage for every customer, it becomes 

absolutely essential in case of intensive, unmanned production. 

 

“For us efficiency and ecology – explains Johannes Ulrich, 2D Laser Product Manager for 

PRIMA and FINN-POWER – have always been main guidelines in products design and 

development. The Perfect Cut system grants a highly efficient use of the machine and the 

materials. Not only does it avoid scraps and material waste, it also optimizes the use of the 

machine in unmanned operation. For example, you can be certain that during night shifts 

your machine will run to produce only effective parts.”   
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Perfect Cut is an intelligent system allowing real time monitoring of cutting quality and 

automatic correction of parameters in case the quality differs from the desired standards. 

The operator stores a sample cutting piece for each material and thickness on the machine 

CNC; this is used by the system as reference to judge the quality during the process. There is 

no risk of production defects or wastes: in two words, “perfect production”. 

 

ZAPHIRO® standard laser head features a high dynamics F axis allowing substantial cycle 

time reduction and superior cutting quality. A “cartridge design” lens change system is 

extremely quick and easy-to-use. This head makes it possible to equip the head with the 

most suitable lens (5”, 7.5”, 9”) according to the specific application.  

 

“ZAPHIRO® now comes with the MONO, the new single-lens head allowing the cutting of all 

materials and thickness without lens change, and with the automatic tip replacement. With 

these new features parts can be produced using the widest variety of materials and 

thickness also during unmanned operation. Whatever you have to produce, there is no need 

for manual intervention – its focal parameters automatically. It is obvious that with the 

wide range of Prima Power automation solutions available, all the way up to Night Train 

FMS®, unprecedented levels of productivity are now easy to reach.” 

 

ZAPHIRO® offers another major advantage for the user: every application with top 

performance and result. Thanks to the Beam Size Control (BSC), the laser beam diameter is 

adjusted to the material and thickness to be cut. Flexibility, productivity and quality are 

thus further improved. 

 

ZAPHIRO® is also equipped with the new, robust sheet metal supporting table, with more 

efficient fume exhaust, and with the new, faster pallet changer, featuring a smart system 

which adjusts the transfer speed according to sheet weight. 
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The latest generation numerical control P30L, manufactured by Prima Electro, has higher 

computational power and highly advanced algorithms and is compatible with all previous 

versions and with all Prima Power 2D machines. Ergonomic and user-friendly, it features a 

slim console with 17” touch screen and retractable keyboard.  

 

For off-line programming ZAPHIRO® takes advantage of the easy, fast and smart MAESTRO-

Libellula® system. The highly effective and accurate Nesting Module, the Tables-on-Board 

(TOB), the Integrated Virtual Machine with accurate production costs and times calculation, 

and detailed and precise reporting are some of the winning features of this system. With the 

FBS (Fast Beam Switching) function for grid cutting speed can be boosted in case of parallel 

profiles. 

 

ZAPHIRO® is equipped with CV5000 laser, and can cut material up to 25 mm thickness with 

quality and efficiency. Other features include a magnetic support turbine, a solid state high 

voltage power unit and servo-controlled gas mixing.  

 

As all Prima Power flat-bed machines, ZAPHIRO® can be integrated with automation systems, 

from the simplest sheet metal loading/unloading systems, to the most complex Night Train 

type FMS® solutions. 

 

 
For further information please contact: 

 

Mr. Johannes Ulrich, Product Manager, 2D Laser Machines. t. +49 172 8201 621, 

johannes.ulrich@primapower.com 

 

PRIMA INDUSTRIE S.p.A. –  

Via Antonelli, 32 –10097 Collegno (TO) – ITALIA 

Tel:+39.011.4103.1- Fax +39.011.411.73.34  

primapower.com 
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Prima Power press brakes – high technology based 
on a long tradition 
 

Prima-Power has been a true pioneer in applying servo electronics in sheet metal working 

technology. The first punching machine with the green e-technology was introduced already 

back in 1998. Today this technology is offered in a wide range of products e.g. stand-alone 

punching machines, laser combi and Shear Genius® machines as well as panel benders.  

 

When it comes to press brakes Prima Power’s experience goes back to 1987, when Finn-

Power bought a Finnish press brake and shear manufacturer. Ever since press brakes have 

made part of the wide Prima Power product offering. 

 

Co-operation with Adira 

As of last February, an additional 50 years of press brake experience is at Prima Power’s 

disposal. A co-operation agreement with the Portuguese Adira was signed and consequently 

Prima-Power sells in parallel the whole range of Adira press brakes and shears worldwide. 

This new portfolio of products offers Prima Power new and wider horizons in any press brake 

application regardless of market area, machine size and performance requirement.   

  

Servo hydraulic P-1330 S press brake 

At the Blechexpo 2011 Prima Power exhibits an impressive sample of the Adira co-operation 

products. The high performing P-1330 S press brake is equipped with Prima Electro Open 

Control. The machine is extremely versatile featuring a 400mm stroke. High speed back 

gauge, 200mm/ approach and return speed, 20mm/s bending speed and Lazer Safe “Block 

Laser” guarantee performance second to none.  

The P-1330 S at the exhibition features 
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- 135 ton bending force and 3,060mm bending length 

- Prima Electro Open Control drives and CNC control  

o 17” touch screen 

o 2D graphical programming with automatic bending sequencing 

o Advanced interactive 3D visualization for AutoPol off-line programs 

- Wila Premium hydraulic upper tool clamping 

- Wila Premium CNC crowning with hydraulic lower tool clamping 

- Lazer-Safe “Block-Laser” safety device 

- 400mm stroke 

- 200mm/s approach and return speed 

- 20mm/s bending speed 

- High speed 5-axis back gauge 

 

 Servo electric eP Press Brake  

The long press brake tradition has now been combined with the know-how of servo-electric 

drive systems. The new eP-Series press brake is a fast, accurate, non-hydraulic bending 

solution. The Group’s own Prima Electro CNC control and servo electric drive system feature 

the advantage of high acceleration, deceleration and fast response times. The pulley-belt 

system distributes the force over the whole bending length eliminating upper tool 

deformation.  

 

Programming includes automatic bending sequencing and is done over a 17” touch screen 

with intuitive 2D graphical interface. In case of off-line programming the control is 

equipped with an interactive 3D visualization graphics. No compromises in productivity are 

needed to obtain highest operator safety; Lazer Safe’s “Block Laser” system provides safe 

high speed closing down to just 2mm. Compared with other guarding systems or even 

unguarded machines the block laser system can save up to 2 or more seconds per cycle.  

 

Special attention has been given to the frame construction: the rigid O-frame eliminates 

horizontal deflection and allows back gauge positioning over the whole working length. The 
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linear scales are mounted on independent side frames and guarantee a ram positioning 

accuracy of +-0.005mm.   

 

The features of the new eP-1030 introduced at Blechexpo include 

- Prima Electro Open Control; the same as in P-1330 S  

- Belt-pulley force transmission 

- Lazer-Safe “Block-Laser” safety device 

- Increased approach and return speeds with 310mm stroke  

- O-frame construction with increased rigidity 

- 5-axis back gauge with increased rigidity 

- Wila tooling system 

 

Green Means® for productive bending 

The innovative machine concept combines productivity, accuracy, flexibility and reliability 

with high respect to ecological aspects – the concept called “Green Means®” by Prima 

Power. 

 

The concept offers sustainability, manufacturing efficiency and productivity. It means 

greater versatility, lower power consumption, less maintenance and no oil to purchase or to 

get rid of. In addition easy programming and outstanding accuracy eliminate waste 

production. Better sheet metal components can simply be made at lower cost. 

 
For further information please contact: 

 

Mr. Martti Vesa, Product Manager, Press Brakes, t. +39 335 299 111, martti.vesa@primapower.com 

 

Finn-Power Italia S.r.l. 

Viale Finlandia 12 

37044 Cologna Veneta (VR) – Italia 

primapower.com 


